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Abstract
The notion of a Moscow space is applied to the study of some problems of topological algebra,
following an approach introduced by A.V. Arhangel’skii [Comment. Math. Univ. Carolin. 41 (2000)
585–595]. In particular, many new, and, it seems, unexpected, solutions to the equation νX × νY =
ν(X × Y) are identified. We also find new large classes of topological groups G, for which the
operations in G can be extended to the Dieudonné completion of the space G in such a way that G
becomes a topological subgroup of the topological group µG. On the other hand, it was shown by
A.V. Arhangel’skii [Comment. Math. Univ. Carolin. 41 (2000) 585–595] that there exists an Abelian
topological group G for which such an extension is impossible (this provided an answer to a question
of V.G. Pestov and M.G. Tkacˇenko, dating back to 1985). Some new open questions are formulated.
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0. Introduction
The following notion was introduced in [2]. A space X is called Moscow, if for each
open subset U of X, the closure of U in X is the union of a family of Gδ-subsets of X, that
is, for each x ∈U there exists a Gδ-subset P of X such that x ∈ P ⊂U .
The techniques based on the notion of Moscow space played a vital role in the recent
solution in [5] of the next problem posed by V.G. Pestov and M.G. Tkacˇenko in [29] (see
also [37]):
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Problem 0.1. Let G be a topological group, and µG the Dieudonné completion of the
space G. Can the operations on G be extended to µG in such a way that µG becomes a
topological group containing G as a topological subgroup?
Recall, that the Dieudonné completion µG of G is the completion of G with respect to
the maximal uniformity on G compatible with the topology of G. It is well known that the
Dieudonné completion of a topological spaceX is always contained in the Hewitt–Nachbin
completion νX of X (see [14]). In fact, µX is the smallest Dieudonné complete subspace
of νX containing X (this is a part of the folklore; see [5] for details). Moreover, if there are
no Ulam-measurable cardinals, then νX and µX coincide (see [14]). Therefore, the next
question, also belonging to Pestov and Tkacˇenko, is almost equivalent to Problem 0.1:
Problem 0.2. Let G be a topological group, and νG the Hewitt–Nachbin completion of
the space G. Can the operations on G be extended to νG in such a way that νG becomes
a topological group containing G as a topological subgroup?
Clearly, if there exists an Ulam-measurable cardinal τ , then for any discrete group G
of cardinality τ the answer to Problem 0.2 is in negative (since in this case the Hewitt–
Nachbin completion νG is a non-discrete non-homogeneous space).
Below we call Problem 0.1 the PT-problem. Until recently [5], even a consistent
counterexample to Problem 0.1 was not known, though large classes of topological groups
were found for which the answer to Problem 0.1 is positive (see [4,37,42]).
The aim of this article is a systematic study of Moscow and related spaces and groups.
In particular, new amazingly large classes of topological groups for which the answer to
Problem 0.1 is positive are identified. Our approach also sheds a new light on the equality
νG× νH = ν(G×H). We expand results in [5] showing that it holds for many classes of
topological groups. This extends results of I. Glicksberg [17], W.W. Comfort [10], W.W.
Comfort and S. Negrepontis [11], and M. Hušek [21,22] (see also [9,15,26]).
An important role under this approach belongs to the fact that quite a few large classes
of Moscow spaces and groups are productive. For example, the product of every family of
first countable spaces is a Moscow space. We also discover that the notion of a Moscow
space interacts especially well with homogeneity.
It is curious that the notion of a Moscow space is a straightforward generalization of
extremal disconnectedness. This leads to some fruitful analogies.
Using an idea of M.G. Tkacˇenko, who introduced the notion of an R-factorizable group
(see [37]), we define the notion of a projectively Moscow group and show that the PT-
problem has positive answer for all such groups. Several examples show that the results
obtained are often the best possible. In particular, Example 4.8 fits well into the picture.
The theory of Moscow spaces has close connections to the theory of perfectly κ-normal
spaces, of κ-metrizable spaces (see [8,28,33,34,36]), and of σ -spaces. Certain results of
E.V. Scˇepin [35], Y. Yajima [44] play a prominent role in the theory of Moscow spaces.
A space X is called perfectly κ-normal if the closure of any open set (that is, every
canonical closed set) is a zero-set of a continuous real-valued function on X. The class of
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Moscow spaces is much wider than the class of perfectly κ-normal spaces, since every first
countable space, and even every space of countable pseudocharacter, is a Moscow space
while not every first countable compact space is perfectly κ-normal. Indeed, the square of
the two arrows space X of Alexandroff and Urysohn is a first countable compact space
which is not perfectly κ-normal [33] (to see this, represent the diagonal in X ×X as the
intersection of two canonical closed sets and use the fact that every compact space with the
diagonal Gδ is metrizable [14]).
The class of Moscow groups contains many important classes of topological groups.
In particular, if a topological group G is pseudocompact or is just totally bounded, then
it is a Moscow group (see [5]). Note in this connection, that not every compact space is
Moscow. Since every pseudocompact group G is a Moscow space, it follows (see Theorem
2.1 below), that the Dieudonné completion µG of such G is a topological group as well.
Since G is pseudocompact, µG coincides with the Stone– ˇCech compactification βG of
the space G. In this way we arrive at the celebrated result of Comfort and Ross [12]: the
Stone– ˇCech compactification βG of a pseudocompact topological group G is a compact
topological group containing G as a subgroup.
A right topological group is a group with a topology on it such that the multiplication on
the right is continuous. A paratopological group is a group with a topology such that the
multiplication is jointly continuous.
Let G be a right topological group, and U ⊂ G. A subset A of G is called an ω-deep
subset of U if there exists a Gδ-subset P of G such that e ∈ P and AP ⊂ U . We say that
the g-tightness tg(G) of a right topological group G is countable (and write tg(G)  ω),
if for each canonical (that is, regular) open subset U of G and each x ∈ U there exists an
ω-deep subset A of U such that x ∈A. If G is a paratopological group such that the Souslin
number of G is countable, then the g-tightness of G is countable (see an argument in [5]).
Clearly, if G is an extremally disconnected topological group, then tg(G)  ω. The next
result from [5] is especially important; it shows that a minor restriction on a topological
group guarantees that this group is Moscow.
Theorem 0.3 [5]. Every right topological group G of countable g-tightness is a Moscow
space.
Theorem 0.3 covers very large classes of topological groups. It is really amazing how
many topological conditions, which are innocently weak in the general case of arbitrary
topological spaces, turn out to be sufficient for a topological group to be a Moscow space.
The o-tightness of a space X is countable (notation: ot(X)  ω) if whenever a point a
belongs to the closure of ∪γ , where γ is a family of open sets, there exists a countable
subfamily η of γ such that a is in the closure of ∪η [39].
With the help of Theorem 0.3 it can be established (see [5]) that a topological groupG is
Moscow in each of the following cases: 1) The pseudocharacter of G is countable; 2) The
tightness of G is countable; 3) The Souslin number of G is countable; 4) G is extremally
disconnected; 5) G is κ-metrizable; 6) G is a subgroup of a topological group F such that
F is a k-space. 7) The o-tightness (see [39]) of G is countable.
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All spaces considered in this article are assumed to be Tychonoff, R is the usual
space of real numbers, and D is the two-point discrete space {0,1}. A space X is called
homogeneous if for any two points x and y in X there exists a homeomorphism h of X
onto itself such that h(x)= y . If A is a subset of a space X, then the Gδ-closure of A in X
is defined as the set of all points x ∈X such that every Gδ-subset of X containing x has a
non-empty intersection with A. If X is the Gδ-closure of A, we say that A is Gδ-dense in
X. If the Gδ-closure of A coincides with A, we say that A is Gδ-closed.
The abbreviation (MA+¬CH) stands for Martin’s Axiom combined with the negation
of the Continuum Hypothesis, see [32].
1. Moscow spaces, topological homogeneity, and C-embeddings
The notion of a Moscow space plays a crucial role in the theory of C-embeddings.
Recall that a subspace Y of a space X is said to be C-embedded in X, if every continuous
real-valued function f on Y can be extended to a continuous real-valued function on X.
It is well known [16] (and easily proved) that if a dense subspace Y of a space X is C-
embedded in X then Y is Gδ-dense in X. The converse to this statement is easily seen to be
not true (see Example 1.2 below). However, we have the following characterization. First,
we recall that a subset U of a space X is said to be a cozero-set if there exists a continuous
real-valued function f on X such that U = {x ∈X: f (x) 
= 0}. Subsets A and B of X are
called completely separated if there exists a continuous real-valued function f on X such
that f (A)⊂ {0} and f (B)⊂ {1}. The next elementary statement might be known.
Proposition 1.1. A dense subspace Y of a space X is C-embedded in X if and only if Y
is Gδ-dense in X, and for any two completely separated cozero-sets U and V in Y , their
closures in X are disjoint.
Proof. If Y is C-embedded in X, then, as we just mentioned, Y is Gδ-dense in X. It is also
obvious that if A and B are any completely separated subsets in Y then their closures in X
are disjoint, since Y is C-embedded in X.
It remains to establish sufficiency. Let f be a continuous real-valued function on Y , and
x any point in X \ Y . Obviously, it is enough to show that f can be continuously extended
to Y ∪ {x}.
Claim 1. There exists k ∈ ω such that x is in the closure of the set f−1[−k, k].
Indeed, otherwise P =⋂{Uk: k ∈ ω}, where Uk is the complement in X to the closure
of the set f−1[−k, k], is a Gδ-subset of X containing x and disjoint from Y , contradicting
the assumption that Y is Gδ-dense in X.
Now we fix such k ∈ ω as in Claim 1, put Ik = [−k, k], and let A be the set of all points z
in Ik such that, for each open neighbourhoodOz of z in R, x is in the closure of f−1(Oz).
From the choice of k and from compactness of Ik it clearly follows that A is not empty.
Fix a ∈A, and put f ∗(x)= a, f ∗(y)= f (y), for each y ∈ Y .
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Claim 2. The function f ∗ is continuous at x .
Assume the contrary. Then there exists an open neighbourhood Oa of a in R such that
x is in the closure of f−1(R \ Oa). Replacing Oa by a smaller neighbourhood, we can
ensure that x is in the closure of the set U = f−1(R \Oa). Notice that U is a cozero-set
in Y , since R \Oa is a cozero-set in R and f is continuous.
Now let V be an open neighbourhood of a such that V ⊂Oa, and W = f−1(V ). Then
x ∈W , by the choice of a. Since V is a cozero-set and f is continuous, it follows that W
is also a cozero-set in Y . Finally, since the sets R \ Oa and V are completely separated
in R, it follows that U and W are completely separated in Y . However, the closures of
U and W in X are not disjoint (they both contain x). This contradicts the assumption in
Proposition 1.1. ✷
Example 1.2. Let D(τ) be an uncountable discrete space and αD(τ) the one point
compactification of D(τ). Clearly, D(τ) is Gδ-dense in αD(τ), while D(τ) is not C-
embedded in αD(τ).
On the other hand, V.V. Uspenskij observed in [42] (capitalizing on an argument of
M.G. Tkacˇenko in [39]), that the statement b) of the next theorem holds. We prove a more
general, relative version of it (statement a) in Theorem 1.3. First, we introduce a relative
version of the notion of Moscow space. Let Y be a subspace of a space X. We will say that
X is Moscow modulo Y , if for each open subset U of the space Y and each point x ∈X \Y
such that x ∈ U there exists a Gδ-subset P in X such that x ∈ P and P ∩ Y ⊂U . Clearly,
every space is Moscow modulo itself. Notice also that if X is a Moscow space and Y is a
dense subspace of X, then X is Moscow modulo Y . Therefore, the statement b) in the next
theorem follows from statement a).
Theorem 1.3.
(a) Suppose Y is a Gδ-dense subset of a space X such that X is Moscow modulo Y .
Then Y is C-embedded in X.
(b) [42] For every Moscow spaceX, everyGδ-dense subset Y ofX isC-embedded in X.
Proof. Assume that Y is not C-embedded in X. Then, by Proposition 1.1, there are open
subsets V1 and V2 of Y such that their closures in Y are disjoint, while the intersection of
the closures of V1 and V2 in X is not empty. Fix a point x in V1 ∩ V2. Clearly, x ∈X \ Y .
Since X is Moscow modulo Y , we can find Gδ-sets Pi in X such that x ∈ Pi and
Pi∩Y ⊂ Vi for i = 1,2. Then P = P1∩P2 is aGδ-subset ofX and x ∈ P ; therefore,P ∩Y
is not empty. Clearly, every point of P ∩ Y belongs to the intersection of the closures of
the sets V1 and V2 in Y , which is impossible, since this intersection is empty, by the choice
of V1 and V2. ✷
Notice, that the next statement is obviously true:
Proposition 1.4. Every dense subspace of a Moscow space is a Moscow space.
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A partial converse to Proposition 1.4 was established in [5]. Below we prove a slightly
more general statement.
A subspace Y of a space X is h-dense in X, if Y is dense in X and, for each x ∈X, there
exists a homeomorphism h of X onto itself such that h(x) ∈ Y . We also say in this case
that X is Y -homogeneous.
Theorem 1.5. If a Moscow space Y is a Gδ-dense subspace of a Y -homogeneous space
X, then X is also a Moscow space.
Proof. Let U be an open subset of X and x a point in the closure of U . We have to show
that there exists a Gδ-subset P in X such that x ∈ P ⊂U .
Since X is Y -homogeneous, we may assume that x ∈ Y . Then x ∈ U ∩ Y and, since Y
is a Moscow space, there exists a Gδ-set Q in the space Y such that x ∈Q⊂U ∩ Y . Thus,
there exists a countable family {Un: n ∈ ω} of open subsets of X such that their intersection
P =⋂{Un: n ∈ ω} satisfies the condition:
x ∈ P ∩ Y ⊂U.
We claim that P ⊂U . Indeed, assume the contrary. Then P \U is a non-empty Gδ-subset
in X, and since Y is Gδ-dense in X, it follows that (P \U)∩ Y is not empty. On the other
hand, (P \U)∩Y = (P ∩Y )\U = ∅, by the above formula. This contradiction shows that
x ∈ P ⊂U . Thus, X is a Moscow space. ✷
Let us show that the assumption that X is Y -homogeneous can not be dropped.
Example 1.6. Take the same spaces D(τ) and αD(τ) as in Example 1.2. Then D(τ) is
a Moscow space and D(τ) is Gδ-dense in αD(τ), while αD(τ) is not a Moscow space.
Indeed, let U be any infinite countable subset of D(τ). Then U is open in αD(τ), and
U =U ∪ {α}, where α is the only non-isolated point in αD(τ). Every Gδ subset of αD(τ)
containing the point α is easily seen to be uncountable; therefore,U is not the union of any
family of Gδ-subsets of αD(τ).
From Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 1.4 we have:
Theorem 1.7 [5]. Let X be a homogeneous space and Y a Gδ-dense subspace of X. Then
X is a Moscow space if and only if Y is a Moscow space.
Combining together Proposition 1.1, Theorems 1.3 and 1.7, we obtain the next
equivalences:
Theorem 1.8. Let Y be a dense subspace of a homogeneous space X. Then the next
conditions are equivalent:
(1) X is a Moscow space and Y is Gδ-dense in X;
(2) X is a Moscow space and Y is C-embedded in X;
(3) Y is a Moscow space and Y is Gδ-dense in X;
(4) Y is a Moscow space and Y is C-embedded in X.
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The next characterization of Moscow spaces shows that the relationship of this class of
spaces to C-embeddings is even deeper than one might presume.
Theorem 1.9. A space X is Moscow if and only if every dense subspace Y of X is C-
embedded in the Gδ-closure of Y in X.
Proof. Necessity. Assume that X is Moscow. Let Y be any dense subspace of X and Z the
Gδ-closure of Y in X. Then Z is also dense in X; therefore, Z is a Moscow space as well.
Since Y is Gδ-dense in Z, the conclusion follows from Theorem 1.3.
Sufficiency. Let U be any open subset of X. We have to show that U is the union of a
family of Gδ-subsets of X. If U is open, then there is nothing to prove.
Assume that U is not open. Then we can fix z ∈U such that z is in the closure of X \U .
Put Y = U ∪ (X \ U). Clearly, Y = X. Define a function g on Y by the rule: g(y)= 1 if
y ∈ U , and g(y)= 0 if y ∈X \U . Obviously, g is a continuous function on Y . On the other
hand, it is impossible to extend it continuously to Y ∪ {z}, since z belongs to the closures
of both sets U and X \U . The condition in Theorem 1.9 now implies that the point z does
not belong to the Gδ-closure of Y in X. Therefore, there exists a Gδ-set P in X such that
z ∈ P ⊂X \ Y . Then P ∩ (X \U)= ∅, that is, P ⊂U . Hence X is a Moscow space. ✷
Example 1.10. There exists a non-Moscow space X such that every Gδ-dense subspace Y
of X is C-embedded in X. Indeed, the space ω1 +1 of ordinals is such a space, since every
Gδ-dense subspace Y of ω1 + 1 is either ω1 or ω1 + 1. To see that ω1 + 1 is not Moscow,
take two disjoint uncountable sets U and V consisting of isolated ordinals. Then the point
ω1 is in the intersection of their closures. Assume now that ω1 + 1 is Moscow. Then there
areGδ-subsets P1 and P2 in ω1+1 such that ω1 ∈ P1 ⊂U and ω1 ∈ P2 ⊂ V . Put P = P1∩
P2. Then P is aGδ-set and ω1 ∈ P ⊂U ∩V . It follows that P ∩(U ∪V )= ∅. However, this
is impossible, since every non-empty Gδ-set in ω1 + 1 containing the point ω1 has a non-
empty intersection with every uncountable subset of ω1. Therefore, ω1 + 1 is not Moscow.
Example 1.11. The assumption that X is homogeneous can not be dropped from
formulations of Theorems 1.7 and 1.8. Let X be the space ω1 + 1 and Y = ω1. Then Y
is a Moscow space, since Y is first countable, and Y is C-embedded in X and dense in
X. On the other hand, X is not Moscow. This example also shows that the Dieudonné
completion of a Moscow space need not be a Moscow space.
2. The Rajkov completion of a group and Pestov–Tkacˇenko problem
In this section we apply the results of the previous section to topological groups and
their Rajkov completions. Recall that the Rajkov completion ρG of a topological group G
is the completion of G with respect to the natural two-sided uniformity of the topological
group G. It is well known, that ρG can be interpreted as a Rajkov complete topological
group, containing G as a dense subgroup [31].
The Gδ-closure of G in ρG will be denoted by ρωG. Clearly, ρωG is a subgroup of ρG
containing G.
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Theorem 2.1 [5]. Let G be a Moscow topological group. Then the operations on G can
be extended to the Dieudonné completion µG of G in such a way that µG becomes a
topological group containing G as a topological subgroup.
Proposition 2.2. For every topological group G, the space ρωG is Dieudonné complete.
Proof. Obviously, ρG is Dieudonné complete, and ρωG is Gδ-closed in G. It remains
to observe that every Gδ-closed subspace of a Dieudonné complete space is a Dieudonné
complete space (see [14]). ✷
Proposition 2.3 [5]. Let G be a Moscow group. Then ρωG is a Dieudonné complete
Moscow group, in which the space G is C-embedded.
Proposition 2.4 (see [5,39,42]). Let Z be a Dieudonné complete topological group, and
G a dense subgroup of Z, C-embedded in Z. Then there exists a subgroup M of Z such
that G⊂M , and the space M is the Dieudonné completion µG of G.
A topological groupG is called a PT-group [5], if the operations on G can be extended to
the Dieudonné completionµG in such a way thatG becomes a topological subgroup of the
topological group µG. The Pestov–Tkacˇenko Problem can be reformulated as follows: is
every topological group a PT-group? Notice, that according to Theorem 2.1, every Moscow
topological group is a PT-group.
Since any space is C-embedded in its Dieudonné completion [14], from Proposition 2.4
we obtain:
Theorem 2.5 [5]. A topological group G is a PT-group if and only if it is C-embedded in
some Dieudonné complete topological group (as a topological subgroup).
Here is a statement which should be compared to Theorem 2.5.
Theorem 2.6. A topological group G is C-embedded in ρωG if and only if it is C-
embedded in every topological group G∗ containing G as a Gδ-dense topological
subgroup.
Proof. Indeed, suffices to observe that eachG∗, such as in Theorem 2.6, can be represented
as a topological subgroup of the Rajkov completion ρG, containing G (see [31]). Then G∗
is contained in ρωG, and the rest is obvious. ✷
If topological group G is C-embedded in ρωG, then, by Proposition 2.4, µG is a sub-
group of ρωG containing G. Naturally, the following question arises: when µG= ρωG?
Every Rajkov complete group trivially satisfies the above equality. However, the answer
in ZFC to the next question is unknown:
Problem 2.7. Is for every Moscow group G true that µG= ρωG?
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To give a partial answer to this question, we first reformulate some of the results obtained
above for the Hewitt–Nachbin completion νG of a PT-group G. The following statement
is well known (see [14]):
Proposition 2.8. Let Y be a dense subspace of a space X such that the cardinality of Y is
Ulam non-measurable. Then the next three conditions are equivalent:
(1) X = νY ;
(2) X is a Dieudonné complete space in which Y is C-embedded;
(3) X = µY .
Now it is clear that Theorem 2.1 can be rephrased as follows:
Theorem 2.9. Let G be a Moscow group of Ulam non-measurable cardinality. Then the
operations on G can be extended to the Hewitt–Nachbin completion νG of G in such a
way that νG becomes a topological group containing G as a topological subgroup.
From Propositions 2.8 and 2.4 we also derive the following conclusion:
Theorem 2.10. For every Moscow group G of Ulam non-measurable cardinality we have:
µG= ρωG(= νG).
The above results can be used to identify conditions, under which G = ρωG. Clearly,
this equality holds if and only if G is Gδ-closed in ρG, that is, if and only if G is Gδ-closed
in every topological group in which it is dense.
Corollary 2.11. Every Hewitt–Nachbin complete Moscow group G is Gδ-closed in ρG.
Proof. Indeed, by Proposition 2.4, G is C-embedded in ρωG. Since G is Hewitt–Nachbin
complete, it follows that G= ρωG. Thus, G is Gδ-closed in ρG. ✷
Corollary 2.12. Let G be a topological group of countable pseudocharacter such that |G|
is Ulam non-measurable. Then G is Gδ-closed in ρG.
A direct elementary argument shows that the assumption in Corollary 2.12 that |G| is
Ulam non-measurable can be dropped.
Theorem 2.13. Let G be a topological group such that µG is a Lindelöf topological group
(containing G as a subgroup). Then µG= ρωG.
Proof. Indeed, µG can be interpreted as a subgroup of ρG such that G⊂ µG⊂ ρωG. It
is well known that every Lindelöf space is Gδ-closed in each Tychonoff space in which it
is dense [14]. Therefore, µG is Gδ-closed in ρG. It follows that µG= ρωG. ✷
Corollary 2.14. For every Lindelöf topological group G we have: G= ρωG.
Proposition 2.15. For every pseudocompact group G we have: µG= ρωG.
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Proof. Indeed, in this case µG coincides with βG, and βG coincides with ρG (see [5]).
Also ρG= ρωG, since G is pseudocompact. Therefore, µG= ρωG. ✷
Here is a device allowing to build new examples of Moscow groups from the Moscow
groups already in existence:
Theorem 2.16. Let G be a topological group satisfying at least one of the following
conditions:
(1) The tightness of G is countable;
(2) G is κ-metrizable (see [35]);
(3) G is a subgroup of an almost metrizable group (see [31]);
(4) G is a dense subgroup of a topological group H such that the g-tightness of H is
countable;
(5) G is a k-space.
Then ρωG (and any subgroup H between G and ρωG) is a Moscow group (and,
therefore, µH = ρωH , for any such H ).
Proof. Theorem 2.16 follows from Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 0.3.
3. Subgroups and quotients of Moscow groups
Since every topological group is a dense subgroup of its Rajkov completion ρG, it
follows (see Section 5) that not every (dense) subgroup of a PT-group is a PT-group.
The next statement is very easy to prove.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose H is a closed subgroup of a topological group G such that G is
C-embedded in ρωG. Then H is C-embedded in ρωH .
Problem 3.2. Is every closed subgroup of a PT-group again a PT-group?
Proposition 3.3. If H is a C-embedded subgroup of a PT-group G, then H is a PT-
group. In particular, if G is a PT-group such that the space G is normal, then every closed
subgroup H of G is a PT-group.
Proof. Since G is a PT-group, the Dieudonné completionµG of G is a topological group.
Let B be the closure of H in µG. Since G is C-embedded in µG, and H is C-embedded
in G, it follows that H is C-embedded in B . Clearly, the topological groupB is Dieudonné
complete. Now it follows from Theorem 2.5 that H is a PT-group.
In Section 4 we will see that not every closed subgroup of a Moscow group is a Moscow
group.
Problem 3.4. When is a subgroup of a Moscow group a PT-group?
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Problem 3.5. Is every C-embedded subgroup of a Moscow group again a Moscow group?
From Theorem 2.7 we obtain the following partial result in the direction of Problem 3.5:
Theorem 3.6. If G is a Moscow group, then every subgroup H of G which is C-embedded
in G is C-embedded in ρωH and, therefore, is a PT-group.
Problem 3.7. Can every topological group be embedded in a Moscow group?
Corollary 3.8. If G is a Moscow group and the space G is normal, then every closed
subgroup H of G is C-embedded in ρωH and, therefore, is a PT-group.
Let us say that a subspace Y of a space X is canonically embedded in X if for every
open subset V of Y there exists an open subset U of X such that the closure of V in Y is
the set U ∩ Y . Clearly, every dense subspace Y of a space X is canonically embedded in
X. The next assertion is obvious:
Proposition 3.9. If Y is a canonically embedded subspace of a Moscow space X, then Y
is also a Moscow space.
Corollary 3.10. If a Moscow space Z is the topological product of some family F of
spaces, then every element of F is a Moscow space.
Proof. It is enough to consider the case, when F consists of two spaces X and Y , that is,
Z =X × Y . Now the conclusion follows from Proposition 3.9, since every factor embeds
canonically into the product space. ✷
The next assertion also easily follows from Proposition 3.9.
Corollary 3.11. Every retract of a Moscow space is a Moscow space.
Now we present a general version of a known construction (see [37] about it), which
shows that, in general, closed subgroups of topological groups need not be as nice as the
groups themselves.
Lemma 3.12. Every subgroup H of a topological group G can be represented as a closed
subgroup of a Gδ-dense subgroup of the topological group Gω1 .
Proof. Let M be the Σ-product of ω1 copies of the topological group G (over the neutral
element e). Then, clearly, M is a Gδ-dense subgroup of Gω1 . Consider also the diagonal
copy H∗ of H and the diagonal copy G∗ of G in Gω1 . Finally, let E be the algebraic
closure of the set M ∪H ∗ in Gω1 , that is, the smallest subgroup of Gω1 containing both
M and H ∗. From this definition of E it is clear that G∗ ∩ E =H ∗ (since the number of
coordinates in the product is uncountable). However, G∗ is closed in Gω1 . It follows that
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H ∗ is closed in E. Since E contains M , E is Gδ-dense in Gω1 . It remains to observe, that
H ∗ is, obviously, topologically isomorphic to H . ✷
It is quite possible that the next corollary to Lemma 3.12 is formulated for the first time.
Theorem 3.13. Every Abelian topological group H can be represented as a closed
subgroup of a Gδ-dense subgroup of the product of some family of metrizable Abelian
groups.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.12 and the fact that every Abelian topological groupH
can be represented as a subgroup of the product of a family of metrizable Abelian groups
(see [1]). ✷
Corollary 3.14. Every Abelian topological group H can be represented as a closed
subgroup of a κ-metrizable Abelian group.
Proof. Indeed, every dense subspace of the product of metrizable spaces is κ-metrizable.
Corollary 3.15. Every Abelian topological group H can be represented as a closed
subgroup of a Moscow Abelian group.
Proof. This is so, since every κ-metrizable group is Moscow.
Since there exists an Abelian topological group that is not Moscow (see Section 4), from
Corollary 3.15 it follows that not every closed subgroup of a Moscow group is a PT-group.
It is natural to consider what happens to Moscow groups under quotient homomor-
phisms. Is this class preserved under such homomorphisms? Here we have a complete
answer, based on an old result of V.G. Pestov. He proved (see [1]) that every topological
group F can be represented as an image under an open continuous homomorphism of a
topological group G of countable pseudocharacter. It was shown in [1] that this group G
can be also assumed to be Rajkov complete, strongly σ -discrete, paracompact, and zero-
dimensional in the sense of Lebesgue dimension dim. Since every topological group of
countable pseudocharacter is Moscow, we have:
Theorem 3.16. Every topological group F can be represented as a quotient under an open
continuous homomorphism of a paracompact Rajkov complete Moscow group G. If F is
Abelian, then G can also be chosen to be Abelian.
However, if we take the quotient of a Moscow group with regard to a compact subgroup,
then the result will be a Moscow space. This follows from the next theorem. Recall that a
mapping is called compact if all preimages of points are compact.
Theorem 3.17. If f is an open continuous compact mapping of a Moscow space X onto
a space Y , then Y is also a Moscow space.
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Proof. Let V be an open subset of Y and U = f−1(V ). Put F = U . Since f is open and
continuous, we have f (F )= V (see [6]). Take any y ∈ V and fix x ∈ F such that f (x)= y .
Since F is a canonical closed set in X and X is Moscow, there exist open sets Wn in X,
for each n ∈ ω, such that x ∈Wn and ⋂{Wn: n ∈ ω} ⊂ F . Since the space X is regular,
we may also assume that Wn+1 ⊂Wn. Put Hn = f (Wn). Then, obviously, y = f (x) ∈Hn
and Hn is open in Y , for each n ∈ ω. Therefore, y ∈ P , where P =⋂{Hn: n ∈ ω} is a
Gδ-subset of Y .
Let us show that P ⊂ V . Take any y0 ∈ Y \ V and put F0 = f−1(y0). Since f (F )= V ,
it follows that F ∩ F0 = ∅. Put Mn =Wn ∩ F0 and consider the family η = {Mn: n ∈ ω}.
Since F0 is compact, η is a decreasing sequence of compact subsets of X. Clearly, the
intersection of η is empty, since it is contained in F0 ∩ F = ∅. Therefore, some element
Mk of η is empty. Then Wk ∩ F0 = ∅, which implies that y0 is not in f (Wk) = Hk . It
follows that P ⊂ V . Hence, Y is a Moscow space. ✷
Let us show that perfect mappings, in general, do not preserve the class of Moscow
spaces.
Example 3.18. Let X be any compact first countable space which is not perfectly normal.
Fix a closed subset A in X such that A is not a Gδ-set in X, and identify all points in
A. The resulting quotient space Y is not first countable at the point A ∈ Y . However, it is
bisequential [3]. Therefore, every point in Y is the intersection of a countable family of
canonical closed subsets of Y [3]. Now, if Y were a Moscow space, then it would follow
from the last remark that the pseudocharacter of Y is countable. Since Y is compact, Y
would be first countable, which is not the case. Thus, Y is not a Moscow space.
4. Factorizable groups and projectively Moscow groups
Another approach to expanding our knowledge about the class of PT-groups is based on
the notion of factorizability, introduced by M.G. Tkacˇenko [37].
Let P be a class of topological groups. A topological group G is said to be factorizable
over P , or simply P-factorizable, if for every continuous real-valued function f on G
there exists a continuous homomorphism g of G into a topological group H ∈ P and a
continuous real-valued function h on H such that f = hg. A topological group G is called
R-factorizable [37] if it is factorizable over the class of separable metrizable groups.
Tkacˇenko [37] established that every R-factorizable group is a PT-group. On the other
hand, neither the class of Moscow groups contains the class of R-factorizable groups, nor
the class of R-factorizable groups contains the class of Moscow groups. Indeed, every
Lindelöf group is R-factorizable [37], while not every Lindelöf group is a Moscow space,
as we will see in Example 4.8. Observe, that any discrete group is a Moscow space, while
if a discrete group is R-factorizable, then it is countable [37]. The following theorem
generalizes Tkacˇenko’s result. The version of it involving Hewitt–Nachbin completions
was established by A.V. Korovin.
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Theorem 4.1. If a topological group G is factorizable over the class PT of all PT-groups,
then G is a PT-group.
Proof. To prove this theorem, we need two lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. If a topological group G is factorizable over the class PT of PT-groups,
then for each continuous real-valued function f on G there exists a Dieudonné complete
topological group Gf , containing G as a topological subgroup, such that f can be
continuously extended to Gf .
Proof. By the assumption, there exists a continuous homomorphism g of G into a PT-
group H , and a continuous real-valued function h on H , such that f = hg. Let gρ be the
continuous extension of g to Rajkov completions of G and H (see [31]). Thus, gρ is a
continuous homomorphism of ρG into ρH , the restriction of which to G coincides with g.
Since H is a PT-group, there exists a Dieudonné complete topological group Z such that
H ⊂Z ⊂ ρH and h extends to a continuous real-valued function h∗ on Z.
Put Y = g−1ρ (Z) and f ∗ = h∗gρ . Then Y is a subgroup of ρG, G is a subgroup of Y ,
and f ∗ is a continuous real-valued function on Y , the restriction of which to G coincides
with f . We claim that the space Y is Dieudonné complete.
Let F = {(x, gρ(x)): x ∈ ρG} be the graph of gρ . Then F is closed in ρG× ρH , and
the canonical mapping φρ of ρG into ρG×ρH , given by the formula φρ(x)= (x, gρ(x)),
for each x ∈ ρG, is a homeomorphism of ρG onto the space F (see [14]). Clearly,
φρ(Y )= F ∩ (ρG×Z). Hence, Y is homeomorphic to the closed subspace F ∩ (ρG×Z)
of the product space ρG × Z. Since ρG and Z are Dieudonné complete, it follows that
ρG×Z and Y are also Dieudonné complete. ✷
Lemma 4.3. A topological group G is a PT-group if and only if for each continuous
real-valued function f on G there exists a Dieudonné complete topological group Gf
containing G as a topological subgroup such that f can be continuously extended to Gf .
Proof. The necessity is obvious, since each space is C-embedded in its Dieudonné
completion. Let us prove the sufficiency.
By Lemma 4.2, for each f ∈C(G) we can fix a Dieudonné complete topological group
Gf such that G is a topological subgroup of Gf and f continuously extends to the space
Gf . Obviously, we may also assume that G is dense in Gf . Then Gf can be represented
as a topological subgroup of Rajkov completion ρG such that G ⊂ Gf (see [31]). Put
G∗ =⋂{Gf : f ∈ C(G)}. Then G∗ is a topological group containing G as a subgroup,
each f ∈ C(G) continuously extends to G∗, and G∗ is Dieudonné complete, since it is
canonically homeomorphic to a closed subspace of the product space
∏{Gf : f ∈ C(G)}
(to the “diagonal” of this product, see [6] or [14]). Therefore, G∗ is Dieudonné complete.
Now we can apply Theorem 2.5, from which it follows that G is a PT-group. This
completes the proof of Lemma 4.3 and of Theorem 4.1. ✷
Theorem 4.4. If a topological group H is factorizable over the class S of topological
groups G such that G is C-embedded in ρωG, then H is also C-embedded in ρωH .
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Proof. In our proof we rely upon Theorem 2.6. Take any topological group G such that H
is a Gδ-dense subgroup of G. Let us show that H is C-embedded in G.
Let f be any continuous real-valued function on H . By the assumption, there exist
M ∈ S , a continuous homomorphism φ of H into M , and a function g ∈ C(M) such
that f = gφ. Let M∗ = ρωM . Since M is C-embedded in M∗, g can be extended to a
continuous real-valued function g∗ on M∗.
Further, since H is Gδ-dense in the group G, we may assume that G is a subgroup of
ρωH . The homomorphism φ extends to a continuous homomorphism φ1 of ρH into ρM .
Clearly, by continuity of φ1 we have: φ1(H ∗)⊂M∗.
Now put f ∗ = g∗φ1. Then f ∗ is a continuous function on H ∗ the restriction of which to
H coincides with f . Since G⊂H ∗, the function f is continuously extended to G as well.
Thus, H is C-embedded in G. Therefore, according to Theorem 2.6, H is C-embedded in
ρωH . ✷
Corollary 4.5. If a topological group G is factorizable over the class of Moscow groups,
then G is C-embedded in ρωG, and therefore, G is a PT-group.
After Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5, it is natural to introduce the following definition.
Let us call a topological group G projectively Moscow, if it is factorizable over the class of
Moscow groups. We will see from Theorem 4.4 and Example 4.8 below that the class of
projectively Moscow groups is strictly smaller than the class of PT-groups.
Problem 4.6. Suppose G is a topological group C-embedded in ρωG. Is then G
projectively Moscow?
Since every Rajkov complete group satisfies the restriction on G in Problem 4.6, the
next question is just a particular case of Problem 4.6.
Problem 4.7. Is every Rajkov complete group projectively Moscow?
Recall that a P -space is a space in which every Gδ-set is open.
Example 4.8. Let D(ω1) be a discrete space of cardinality ω1 and L = D(ω1) ∪ {a},
where a is not in D(ω1), D(ω1) is an open discrete subspace of L, and a subset U of L,
containing a, is open if and only if the set D(ω1) \ U is countable. It is well known that
the space L, defined in this way, is a Lindelöf P -space; it is also Tychonoff. Let G be the
free Abelian topological group A(L) of the space L (see [1] or [40]).
Since L is a Lindelöf P -space, Ln is a Lindelöf space, for each n ∈ ω. It follows that the
free Abelian topological group G= A(L) of L is Lindelöf (see [1]). The space G is also
a P -space, since otherwise the topology generated on G by Gδ-sets would be a strictly
stronger group topology on G inducing the original topology on L, which is impossible by
the basic property of free topological groups.
Clearly, the cardinality of G is ω1. Since G contains L as a subspace, G is not discrete.
Being a topological group, G is a regular space. Therefore, since G is a P -space, G has
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a base B consisting of non-empty open and closed sets such that the intersection of any
countable subfamily of B belongs to B.
Since the pseudocharacter of G is not greater than the cardinality of G and G is a
P -space of cardinality ω1, the pseudocharacter of G is ω1. It follows that there exists a
transfinite sequence η = {Vα: α < ω1} of elements of B such that ∩η = {e} and Vα ⊂ Vβ
whenever β < α < ω1.
We can also easily define a transfinite sequence µ= {Wα : α < ω1} of disjoint elements
of B not containing e such that Wα ⊂ Vα , for each α < ω1.
Now we need the following simple result:
Lemma 4.9. Let X be a Lindelöf P -space, b a point of X, η= {Vα: α < ω1} a decreasing
transfinite sequence of closed sets in X, and µ= {Wα : α < ω1} a disjoint family of non-
empty open and closed sets in X such that ∩η = {b} and Wα ⊂ Vα , for each α < ω1. Then:
(1) µ converges to b, that is, for each open neighbourhoodOb of b there exists α < ω1
such that Wβ ⊂Ob as soon as α < β < ω1;
(2) No point of X distinct from b is a limit point of µ;
(3) For any uncountable subset M ⊂ ω1, b is in the closure of the set⋃{Wα : α ∈M}.
Proof. Clearly, (3) follows from (1). Condition (2) follows from the restrictions on η and
the assumption that X is a P -space. To prove (1), it is enough to use (2) and the fact that
X is Lindelöf. ✷
We apply Lemma 4.9 with X = G, and b = e. Obviously, we can choose two disjoint
uncountable subsets M1 and M2 of ω1. Put U1 =⋃{Wα : α ∈M1}, and U2 =⋃{Wα : α ∈
M2}. Then U1 and U2 are disjoint open subsets of Y =G \ {e}, closed in Y , by 2). On the
other hand, e ∈ U1 ∩ U2, by 3). Let us define a function f on Y by the rule: f (y)= 1 if
y ∈ U1, and f (y)= 0 if y ∈ Y \ U1. In particular, f (y)= 0 for each y ∈ U2. Since U1 is
open and closed in Y , this function is continuous on Y . On the other hand, f can not be
extended to a continuous real-valued function on G, since e is in the closure of both sets
U1 and U2. Thus, Y is not C-embedded in G. In fact, Y is even not C∗-embedded in G.
Now, Y is Gδ-dense in G, since G is a P -space and Y is dense in G. It follows
from Theorem 1.3 that G is not a Moscow space and, therefore, the g-tightness of G is
uncountable.
Every proper dense subspace Z of G is not C-embedded in G. Indeed, by homogeneity
of G, we may assume that e ∈G \Z. Then Z ⊂G \ {e}. Take any continuous real-valued
function f on G \ {e} that can not be continuously extended to G. Then, since Z is dense
in G \ {e}, it follows that the restriction of f to Z can not be continuously extended to G.
Now, letH be the subgroup ofG, algebraically generated by the setD(ω1). SinceD(ω1)
is dense in L, it follows that H is dense in G. Therefore, H is Gδ-dense in G, since G is
a P -space. It is also clear that a is not in H ; it follows that H is a proper subgroup of G.
Therefore,H is notC-embedded in G, despite the fact thatH is a Gδ-dense subgroup ofG.
Lemma 4.9 and the construction preceding it imply that the character of the space G
is ω1. Since the cardinality of G is also ω1, it follows that the weight of G is precisely
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ω1. Now, it was observed be S. Williams in [43] that every P -space of the weight  ω1
is paracompact. It follows that every subspace of G is paracompact. In particular, H is
paracompact and, therefore, Dieudonné complete (and Hewitt–Nachbin complete). Thus,
H is a PT-group. Since H is not C-embedded in ρωH , we conclude that Theorems 1.5,
1.8, and 2.8 do not generalize from Moscow groups to the class S of all topological groups
G C-embedded in ρωG.
On the other hand, G is Rajkov complete. This can be proved by an easy standard
argument; it also follows from the deep theorem established by Tkacˇenko (see [40]): the
free Abelian topological group of a Dieudonné complete space is always Rajkov complete.
A curious feature of H is that H is not factorizable over the class of Moscow groups,
that is, H is not projectively Moscow. This follows from Corollary 4.5 and the fact that H
is not C-embedded in ρωH . On the other hand, the group G is R-factorizable, since it is
Lindelöf [37].
The fact that the “bad” (not Moscow!) topological group we constructed in Example
4.8 turned out to be a P -space is rather suggestive. Indeed, if a space X is a P -space and
a Moscow space, then, obviously, X is extremally disconnected. Since every extremally
disconnected P -space of Ulam non-measurable cardinality is discrete [23], we have:
Theorem 4.10. If a topological spaceX of Ulam non-measurable cardinality is a P -space
and a Moscow space, then G is discrete.
Theorem 4.10 suggests a certain strategy in looking for a non-PT-group. We may
start with any topological group G of uncountable pseudocharacter and of Ulam non-
measurable cardinality, and introduce on G a new topology: the Gδ-modification of the
original topology on G (Gδ-sets form a base of it). The topological group G∗ so obtained
is a P -space. Then Theorem 4.10 guarantees that G∗ is not a Moscow space. Therefore,
G∗ may be a candidate for being a non-PT-group. However, the solution to PT-problem
presented in [5] is based on a different idea.
A topological group G is called ℵ0-bounded [18] provided that for each neighbourhood
V of the neutral element there exists a countable subset A of G such that AV = G.
Tkacˇenko has shown that every R-factorizable group is ℵ0-bounded and that not every
ℵ0-bounded group is R-factorizable [37]. The groups G and H constructed above are ℵ0-
bounded, since every Lindelöf group is ℵ0-bounded and every subgroup of an ℵ0-bounded
group is again ℵ0-bounded (see [1,18,40]). Since H is not projectively Moscow, H is not
R-factorizable. Therefore, H can serve as another example of a non-R-factorizable ℵ0-
bounded group. However, it is not clear what is the answer to the following question:
Problem 4.11 (M.G. Tkacˇenko [37]). Is every ℵ0-bounded group a PT-group?
Tkacˇenko also asked another interesting question in [37]: is every topological group with
the countable Souslin number R-factorizable? Observe, that every topological group with
the countable Souslin number is Moscow (see [4]). We should mention that the non-PT-
group constructed in [5] (see Section 5 below) is not ℵ0-bounded.
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Everyℵ0-bounded groupG can be represented as a closed subgroup of a dense subgroup
G∗ of the product X of some family of separable metrizable groups [37]. Indeed, this
obviously follows from Lemma 3.12, since every ℵ0-bounded group G can be represented
as a subgroup of the product X of some family of separable metrizable groups (see [18]).
Since the Souslin number of the product is countable, the product group X is Moscow and
therefore, by Proposition 1.4, the group G∗ is Moscow. Thus, we have:
Proposition 4.12. Every ℵ0-bounded group G can be represented as a closed subgroup of
an R-factorizable Moscow group.
Therefore, the group H in Example 4.8 can be represented in this way. Thus, a closed
subgroup H of a Moscow group need not be C-embedded in ρωH and therefore, need
not be a Moscow group. Since every Moscow group G is C-embedded in ρωG, we also
conclude that the class S of topological groups G C-embedded in ρωG is not closed
hereditary.
Every Lindelöf group is, trivially, a PT-group. However, the next question is open:
Problem 4.13. Is every (Gδ-dense) subgroup of a Lindelöf topological group a PT-group?
From Example 4.8 we know that such a subgroup H need not be C-embedded in
ρωH . This makes the above question especially interesting. Note, that every subgroup of a
Lindelöf group is ℵ0-bounded. Hence, Problem 4.13 is a particular case of Problem 4.11.
5. Moscow groups and the formula νX× νY = ν(X× Y )
Under what restrictions on spaces X and Y the formula νX × νY = ν(X × Y ) holds?
Remarkable results in this direction were obtained in [9–11,17,22,26]. In particular, the
formula holds when X is any compact space of Ulam non-measurable cardinality [11],
and if X × Y is pseudocompact—this was proved by I. Glicksberg [17] and reproved, by
another method, by Frolik [15].
The case, when the factors are topological groups, was recently considered in [5], where
the following sufficient condition for the formula to hold was established. The key role in
the formula again belongs to Moscow groups. Again, S is the class of topological groups
G such that G is C-embedded in ρωG.
Proposition 5.1 [5]. Let G =∏{Gα: α ∈ A} be the topological product of topological
groups Gα such that G ∈ S and the cardinality of G is Ulam non-measurable. Then
ν
∏{Gα : α ∈A} =∏{νGα : α ∈A}.
Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 2.7 imply the next statements:
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Theorem 5.2 [5]. Let G=∏{Gα: α ∈A} be the product of topological groups Gα such
that the space G is Moscow and |G| is Ulam non-measurable. Then ν∏{Gα : α ∈ A} =∏{νGα: α ∈A}.
Corollary 5.3. Let F = {Gα : α ∈ A} be a family topological groups Gα such that the




{Gα: α ∈A} =
∏
{νGα : α ∈A}
holds if at least one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) Every group in F is totally bounded;
(2) Every group in F is k-separable (see [7]);
(3) ω1 is a precaliber of every space in F ;
(4) The Souslin number of the product space∏{Gα: α ∈A} is countable;
(5) The Souslin number of every group in F is countable, and (MA + ¬CH) is
satisfied;
(6) Every group in F is κ-metrizable;
(7) The tightness of the product space∏{Gα : α ∈A} is countable;
(8) The g-tightness of the product group∏{Gα: α ∈A} is countable;
(9) The pseudocharacter of every group in F is countable, and each finite subproduct
of the product has countable tightness;
(10) Every group in F has a countable network.
Proof. Notice, that if the Souslin number of the product group G is countable, then G is
Moscow. This takes care of cases (1)–(5). Similarly, in the cases (6), (7), and (8) the group
G is also Moscow, since the g-tightness of it is countable. Thus, it remains to show that
in the cases (9) and (10) G is also Moscow, and to apply Theorem 5.2. That the product
group G is Moscow under the assumptions in (9), can be easily derived from a remarkable
result of Y. Yajima (Theorem 7 in [44]). Now, (10) obviously implies (9). This completes
the argument. ✷
Corollary 5.3 expands the similar list presented in [5].
For the case of the product of two groups more results are available. We need two simple
results from [5], similar to a result in [9].
Let Y be a subspace of X, and P a class of spaces. We will call X a minimalP-extension
of Y if Y is dense in X, X ∈ P , and every subspace T of X such that Y ⊂ T and T ∈ P
coincides with X. Thus, X is a minimal Dieudonné extension of Y if Y is dense in X,
X is Dieudonné complete, and every Dieudonné complete subspace of X containing Y
coincides with X. The next fact is well known.
Proposition 5.4 [5]. The Dieudonné completion of X is a minimal Dieudonné extension
of X.
Proposition 5.5 [5]. If Xi is a minimal Dieudonné extension of Yi , i = 1, . . . , k, then
X=∏{Xi : i = 1, . . . , k} is a minimal Dieudonné extension of Y =∏{Yi : i = 1, . . . , k}.
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Theorem 5.6. Let G1 and G2 be two topological groups such that µGi = ρωGi , for
i = 1,2. Then the next conditions are equivalent:
(1) G1 ×G2 is a PT-group;
(2) µ(G1 ×G2)= µG1 ×µG2;
(3) µ(G1 ×G2)= ρω(G1 ×G2);
(4) G1 ×G2 is C-embedded in ρω(G1 ×G2).
Proof. Clearly, (3) implies (4), and (4) implies (1). Let us show that (1) implies (2). We
have ρω(G1 ×G2)= ρωG1 × ρωG2 and ρωGi = µGi , for i = 1,2. Therefore,
ρω(G1 ×G2)= µG1 ×µG2.
SinceG1×G2 is a PT-group, we haveG1×G2 ⊂ µ(G1×G2)⊂ ρω(G1×G2). Therefore,
G1 ×G2 ⊂ µ(G1 ×G2)⊂ µG1 ×µG2.
However, by Proposition 5.5, µG1 ×µG2 is a minimal Dieudonné extension of G1 ×G2.
It follows that µ(G1 ×G2)= µG1 ×µG2.
To derive (3) from (2) is even easier. Indeed, we have:
µ(G1 ×G2)= µG1 ×µG2 = ρωG1 × ρωG2 = ρω(G1 ×G2). ✷
The next statement follows easily from Theorem 5.6.
Corollary 5.7. Let G1 and G2 be topological groups of Ulam non-measurable cardinality
and such that Gi is C-embedded in ρωGi for i = 1,2. Then the formulae ν(G1 ×G2)=
νG1 × νG2 and µ(G1 ×G2)= µG1 ×µG2 hold if and only if G1 ×G2 is a PT-group. In
this case G1 ×G2 is also C-embedded in ρω(G1 ×G2).
Remark 5.8. We will see below that the product of two Moscow groups may be a PT-
group that is not a Moscow group (Corollary 5.21).
Problem 5.9. Let Gi be a topological group such that µGi = ρωGi , for each i ∈ ω,
and G the product of these groups. Assume also that G is a PT-group. Is then true that
µG=∏{µGi : i ∈ ω}?
Theorem 5.10. Let G be a Lindelöf group and H a pseudocompact group. Then:
(1) µ(G×H)= ρω(G×H) and, therefore, G×H is a PT-group; and
(2) µG×µH = µ(G×H).
Proof. Tkacˇenko proved [37] that under the restrictions on G and H in the theorem, the
group G×H is R-factorizable. It follows (see Theorem 4.1) that G×H is a PT-group. It
is also easy to see that µG= ρωG and µH = ρωH . It remains to apply Theorem 5.6. ✷
Theorem 5.11. If G is a totally bounded group and H is Lindelöf group which is
a P -space, then G × H is C-embedded in ρω(G × H), G × H is a PT-group, and
µG×µH = µ(G×H).
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Proof. The proof is the same as in case of Theorem 5.10, the only difference being that
we have to refer to another result of Tkacˇenko in [37] stating that under the assumptions
about G and H the group G×H is R-factorizable, and to the next statement:
Proposition 5.12. Every topological group G with the countable Souslin number satisfies
the condition: µG= ρωG.
Proof. Since the Souslin number of G is countable, G is Moscow. Therefore, it is C-
embedded in ρωG. The space ρωG is Dieudonné complete. Since G is dense in ρωG, the
Souslin number of ρωG is countable. Therefore, ρωG is Hewitt–Nachbin complete (see
[14]). It follows that ρωG= νG= µG. ✷
Recall that the o-tightness of a space X is countable (notation: ot(X) ω) if whenever
a point a belongs to the closure of ∪γ , where γ is any family of open sets in X, then there
exists a countable subfamily η of γ such that a is in the closure of ∪η [39].
Theorem 5.13. For any totally bounded group H and any topological group G of
countable o-tightness and of Ulam non-measurable cardinality, we have µ(G × H) =
ρω(G×H), and µG×µH = µ(G×H).
Proof. Indeed, it follows easily from Theorem 2.10 that µG = ρωG. By Proposition
5.12, µH = ρωH . According to a result of Tkacˇenko [37], G×H is R-factorizable and,
therefore, G×H is C-embedded in ρω(G×H). It remains to refer to Theorem 5.6. ✷
The next theorem is a modification of a result of Comfort and Negrepontis in [11]:
Theorem 5.14. If X is any space and Y a compact space, then µ(G×H)= µG×µH .
Proof. We just repeat the proof of Theorem 2.8 in [11], replacing in it the Hewitt–Nachbin
completions by Dieudonné completions. ✷
Theorem 5.15. If G is a topological group such that µG = ρωG, and H is a compact
group, then µ(G×H)= ρω(G×H) and, therefore, G×H is a PT-group.
Proof. Indeed, µ(G × H) = µG × µH by Theorem 5.14. Now it remains to apply
Theorem 5.6. ✷
Theorem 5.16. Suppose G is a topological group which is a k-space and H a
pseudocompact group. Suppose also the cardinal numbers |G| and |H | are Ulam non-
measurable. Then µ(G×H)= ρω(G×H) and the formula µ(G×H)= µG×µH holds.
Proof. Indeed, under the assumptions, the formula ν(G × H) = νG × νH holds (see
Corollary 2.5 in [10]). Since the cardinalities of G and H are Ulam non-measurable, it
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follows that µ(G×H)= µG×µH . By Theorem 2.10, µG= ρωG. We also have µH =
ρωH , by Proposition 2.15. Now it follows from Theorem 5.6 that µ(G×H)= ρω(G×H).
In connection with Theorem 5.6, we note that the next result holds:
Proposition 5.17. If G and H are PT-groups such that µ(G × H) = µG × µH , then
G×H is also a PT-group.
Proof. Indeed, µG and µH are topological groups, since G and H are PT-groups.
Therefore,µG×µH is also a topological group. Since µ(G×H)= µG×µH , it follows
that µ(G×H) is a topological group. Hence, G×H is a PT-group.
Theorem 5.18. The product of a PT-group G and a compact group H is a PT-group.
Proof. By Theorem 5.14, the formula µ(G×H) = µG× µH holds. Since H is also a
PT-group, it remains to apply Proposition 5.17.
The next result is a corollary to Theorem 5.15.
Corollary 5.19. Let G be a topological group satisfying at least one of the following
conditions: (1) c(G) ω; (2) t (G) ω; (3) tg(G) ω; (4) G is almost metrizable; (5) G
is k-separable.
Then, for any compact group H we have µ(G×H)= ρω(G×H) and therefore, G×H
is a PT-group.
In [5] an example of two PT-groups whose product is not a PT-group was presented.
This example can be generalized as follows. The construction below is a modification of
M. Hušek’s construction in [22].
Theorem 5.20. Let X be a non-Dieudonné complete topological group with the countable
Souslin number. Then there exists a Moscow group G such that X×G is not a PT-group.
Proof. The groupG will be a topological group of countable pseudocharacter. Fix an open
covering η of X such that the union of any finite subfamily of η belongs to η and the next
condition is satisfied:
(µ) The closures of elements of η in µX do not cover µX.
Consider the space G = Cη(X) of all continuous real-valued functions on X with the
topology of uniform convergence on elements of η. Clearly, G is a topological group. It is
also obvious that G is Rajkov complete.
Since the Souslin number of X is countable, there exists a countable subfamily γ of η
such that ∪γ is dense in X. For each P ∈ γ and each positive n ∈ ω, the set UP,n of all
f ∈G such that |f (x)|< 1/n for every x ∈ P is open in G and contains the zero-function
θ on X which is the neutral element of G. It is obvious that θ is the only element in⋂{UP,n: P ∈ γ, n ∈ ω}. Therefore, θ is a Gδ-point in G. Since G is a topological group,
it follows that the pseudocharacter of G is countable. Hence, G is a Moscow group.
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The group X is also Moscow and, hence, µX is a topological group.
Consider the natural evaluation mapping ψ of the product space X×G into R. Clearly,
ψ is continuous, since elements of η are open sets.
Claim. The group H =X×G is not C-embedded in µX×G.
Observe that µX×G is a topological group and X ×G is Gδ-dense in µX ×G, since
X is Gδ-dense in µX.
Let us check thatψ can not be extended to a continuous real-valued function onµX×G.
By the property (µ), we can choose a ∈ µX \ X such that a does not belong to the
closure of any element of η. Take the point (a, θ) ∈ µX × G and consider the subsets
B = {(x, θ): x ∈ X} and C = {(x, f ): f (x) = 1} of X × G. Clearly, ψ(C) = {1} and
ψ(B) = {0}. Obviously, the point (a, θ) is in the closure of B . Therefore, if ψ can be
continuously extended to (a, θ), the value of this extension at (a, θ) has to be 0. On the
other hand, a is not in the closure of any P ∈ η; therefore, (a, θ) is in the closure of C as
well, and the extended function must take the value 1 at (a, θ), a contradiction.
Assume now that X×G is a PT-group. Proposition 5.12 implies that µX = ρωX. Thus,
since G is Rajkov complete, it follows from Theorem 5.6 that X ×G is C-embedded in
µX×G, a contradiction with the claim. Hence, the group H =X×G is not a PT-group.
If the cardinality of G is Ulam non-measurable, then the space G is hereditarily Hewitt–
Nachbin complete, since every topological group of countable pseudocharacter can be
mapped by a one-to-one continuous mapping onto a metrizable space.
The group µX × G is not Moscow, since otherwise X × G, as a dense subspace of
µX×G, would have been a Moscow space and, therefore, a PT-group. On the other hand,
µX×G is, obviously, Rajkov complete.
Observe that the g-tightness of G, X and µX is countable (see the Introduction).
However, the g-tightness of µX × G is not countable, since otherwise µX × G would
be a Moscow group. ✷
Corollary 5.21 [5]. There exist an Abelian countably compact topological group X and
an Abelian Rajkov complete topological group G of countable pseudocharacter with the
following properties:
(1) The product X×G is not a PT-group;
(2) The product βX×G is not a Moscow group;
(3) µX×µG= νX× νG 
= ν(X×G)= µ(X×G);
(4) The groups X, βX, and G are Moscow groups of countable g-tightness;
(5) The g-tightness of βX×G is not countable;
(6) µ(βX×G)= ρω(βX×G) and, therefore, βX×G is a PT-group.
We conclude with a few open questions, some of which are motivated by Corollary 5.21.
Problem 5.22. Let G be a topological group of countable tightness. Is then G × G a
Moscow group? Is then the g-tightness of G×G countable?
Note, that we still do not have a ZFC example of a topological group G of countable
tightness such that the tightness of G×G is not countable.
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Problem 5.23. SupposeG is an extremally disconnected topological group. Is then G×G
Moscow? Is then G×G a PT-group?
Problem 5.24. Suppose G is an extremally disconnected group and B a compact group.
Is then G×B a Moscow group? (It is a PT-group, by Theorem 5.18.)
Problem 5.25 (I.V. Yaschenko). Is the g-tightness of every Moscow group countable?
This question is related in a natural way to the next one:
Problem 5.26. Suppose that G is a topological group of the countable g-tightness, and H
is a dense subgroup of G. Is then true that the g-tightness of H is countable?
Note, that the answer to the last question is, obviously, “yes”, if H is Gδ-dense in G.
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